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to assume that these unquestioned
resources will some day be discovered by producers and that the
public will be treated to new set-- I
tings In Its screen dramas. Yet
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That is not only sound democracy,
but sound common sense.
There are but two purposes to
education. The one to fit the student for the conquest of life, the
other to give him the clearest of
ethical viewpoints, that he may
never by word or deed bring shame
to his alma mater and that, by
the same token, he shall himself
be the better equipped for happiness. It is very evident that any
university which taught the practical and neglected the ethical
would fall far short of its duty.
There are not, however, any such
To the
educational delinquents.
contrary all phases of college activity, including athletics, are, intended
to strengthen the moral perceptions of the student and to make
of him a better sportsman.
There should be no sympathy, on
the educational score, for the
youthful culprits, detected in a

ment threatening to reach its max- R.OAU WORK NOT BEING PESHED
imum at the precise season when Completed
Portion Stands - Traffic
crops are moving in the-- largest
Well, Bat Construction Drags.
volume, such control may be necessary as a temporary expedient, but NEWPORT, Or., Aug. 16. (To the
its temporary character should be Editor.) So much complaint has
emphasized by prompt return to been made about the
highway that the highway
normal methods as soon as the committee
appointed by the Newemergency passes. The recent ex- port Community
has made a
perience of the war has taught us tour of inspection club,
andreported that
the ease with which government the partly completed road between
intervention in business extends and NewpSrt and Toledo has stood the
Some" parts of
tends to become permanent, its cost heavy traffic well.
this road have been, completed, but
and waste, and' its vain attempt to other
parts
not
been ' comhave
obstruct the working of economic pleted.
'
law. The question may reasonably
The committee and the taxpayers
be asked: If the government should of Lincoln county are not satisfied
deal in coal, why not In oil, gaso- with the way the road "work is
been
line, even wood? Scarcity of coal being carried on. There have
working on the Newport-Toled- o
and stimulates de- a few men
raises
some
highway
end
for
the
of
mand for other fuels, creating danbut at the present rate of conger of profiteering in them also. time,
struction
it is thought the work
Yet recent events in this and other cannot be completed before 925.
countries have proved that the best The same contractors that are doing
corrective for stoppage of the sup- the work have the contract to grade
highway between Toledo and
ply anjd inflation of the price of the
Eddyville, a considerable part of
coal is a ready and abundant sup- which
has not been touched. With
ply of alternative fuels. Both oper- the rainy
season approaching, it is
ators and miners will come to their predicted by the committee that
senses when they realize that their the work will not be finished earlier
quarrels kill the market for their than July or August, 1923, although
of this county have been
product by driving consumers to the people.
by the highway engineers
resort to oil and in the long run to assured
that the work would be done in Au
waterpower. Next to wood, coal is gust
of this year. With four months
the most uneconomical of fuels and, of ideal
weather Just past, the A. D.
supply
to
frequently
is
be
if the
Kern company, contractors, have
interrupted, the tendency to use it had a small bunch of men Jumping
to cut, where the yardage
as raw material for a number of from cutheaviest,
is the
and only a very
products rather than as a source small
proportion
the grading has
of heat and power will grow been completed, of
and some of the
stronger.
heaviest parts of the grading have
More merit is to be found in the not been touched.
president's proposal for an ex
At the same time the' people have
that all the
haustive inquiry into all the facts been led to believe
work would be completed and
of the coal industry.. There is cer grade
that
insuring
partly
rocked,
talnly something wrong with an it could get in and out traffic
of Lincoln
industry of which it can be said county
this winter. Those who are
here
that its productive capacity is acquainted with conditions delay,
double the consumptive
demand blame the contractors for the
with the
that it employs its workmen only as they are familiar
conditions and know that
half time and that, with a wage weather
time to
the
not
is
during
winter
scale 30 per cent above the gen build roads here.
eral range of those in other induspeople
blame
The masses of the
tries, a large proportion of these the highway commission for allowmen earn a bare subsistence.
The ing the contractors to lie down on
operators and miners agreed at the job during good weather. Labor
excuse can be
Cleveland to appoint a commission is plentiful and no
will satisfy the people
that.
to inquire into these facts, but the offered
this county, that they are getting
matter too nearly concerns the pub of
a .good deal on the way our roads
lic welfare to be left to the
have been and are being built.
the
interested. The inquiry - After waiting 35 years to get canthey
should be undertaken by the gov- necessary appropriation
or
waiting
of
four
not
see
need
the
ernment from the standpoint of the
years to build 37-- miles of. road
general interest, to the end that five
pay
money
ready
to
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when the
the people may be assured of a for
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constant supply at a fair price,
yielding a just profit but no more,
and that enough miners to produce PARK TRAIL' HARD TO CLIMB
a full supply may be assured conof a Few
stant employment at fair wages. Writer Suggests Addition
Steps and Some Gravel,
The strike has proved the coal
Aug. 14. (To the
PORTLAND.
supply to be of almost equal necesRecently I went out to
sity with uninterrupted transporta- Editor.) park,
thinking the trail
tion, and congress would be justi- Macleay
by Adam Elm would make it
fied in extending to this industry made
to be reached. On going there
the principle that strikes are so easier
find the trail, but on
:e could not
great a public Injury that they can- returning
found It, and two of us
not be permitted.
in our party went out by the trail,
which ends below the big bridge on
street, where our machine
The discovery of customs officials Thurman
to meet us.
that certain cigars contained opium was
We found in order to get to the
is unusual but not extraordinary. ..op of the bridge that we had to
We once dissected a cigar which
an almost perpendicular hill,
contained the following,
and being weary by that time found
x
Cabbage, pine slivers, portions of it hard to climb.
cotton, generous dosage of flour the"The park is very beautiful,top but
steps
put
of
in
the
at
few
paste, and indications of rope fiber. ;he bridge
should be continued to
At that it wasn't a bad smoke.
steps
cut
the bottom of the hill or
Newport-Cor-vall-
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To
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would do with a college edu
No
Demand.
pleasure-seekinly warning to hunters, reiterates the these
of
Thousands
cation, once they possessed it. It
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Engineer's assistants on vessels
Americans are visiting the islanos
simple rules that prevent the mar seems
logical
they
predict
to
that
annually now and these thousands are called water tenders. They use
The chief result of the late, elec ring of a vacation and the taking
not employ it to the advan
-will be swelled by other tnousanas very few of them on United States
tion contest in the courts was to of human life. The first of these would
society.
tage
of
in the future. The climate of the shipping board craft.
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Islands and the unusual scenic
. ::
title of Mr. Olcott a the republican shoot until he has seen the horns.
beauty are the imaln attractions.
Makinar Business.
nominee for governor; the second A stir in the thicket, though PRESIDENT HARDING ON STRIKES.
The Hawaiian- National park, reWe suspect that It was some lawary result was to vindicate the In stealthy, is not always a deer. FrePresident Harding's address to
over
cently established, scattered
yer who evolved the idea that the
tegrity of the Oregon election ma quently it is a fellow sportsman, congress on the" coal and railroad
a number of islands and1 including ownership of the air could be made
luxchinery so far as the counting of and by some tragic fiat of fate the strikes displays full appreciation of
beautifuj,
and
volcanoes
active
a subject, for legal dispute.
d
ballots goes. A great number of shot fired at hazard often finds his the gravity of the situation that
uriant forests and 4 timber-clamountains, is becoming recognized
charges of irregularity, error and heart. There are, of course, the they have produced. He takes the
Well Cnred For.
as one of the wonder spots of the
wrongful conversion were made
ordinary precautions of being al- only sound position in his propoRead the new tariff bill and you
world.
hundreds and hundreds of specifi-- " ways careful with firearms, in sals for remedies that the rights
will begin to think that the Amercamp and on the trail. Habit is the of the public should be the first
cations of miscounting and of
sheep have all registered for
These are fine days for M. A. ican
returns; but it developed, best aid in this respect. Seek to consideration, and can be mainMr. Rickard the next congressional primaries.
Corvallis.
of
Rickard
(Copyright,
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after painstaking and impartial
cultivate the habit of caution, of tained without impairing the rights
Is the owner of a prosperous gainvestigation, that there were, most meticulous caution, and you of those persons who are engaged
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"heart
the
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"
in several hundred precincts, only will be spared funeral expenses or In the transportation and coal intown. Tourist travel this year is
.
Burroughs Nature Club.
smashing all previous records, Mr.
an inconsiderable number of cler- the pain of testifying before the dustries. Every good citizen shares
parties-directlOrethe
yesterday
at
said
Rickard
judgment
And, as Warden Brown his condemnation of the lawlessness
ical errors or mistakes of
cdroner.
gon hotel, where he registered folHoughton-Miffli- n
..." by the officials (with a single ex- - observes, it is well to remember and outright cruelty that "have
Co.
lowing his arrival in Portland. Copyright,
ception). Altogether they nearly that strong drink and gunpowder marked the strikes, of the terrorism
passare
automobiles
of
Hundreds
contestant,
Mr.
balanced and the
are a deadly combination.
with which union leaders and their
ing through Corvallis daily. The (Copyright, 1922, Houghton Mifflin Co.)
Hall, emerged from- the hearing
Field and forest are far too extreme followers have he.ld in line
feature of the travel this year, he Can You Answer These Question f
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than he worthwhile to be marred by those thousands of men who would have
said, is the exceptionally
Does it do any harm to collect
with somewhat fewer
- number of California tourists wh6 birds' eggs?
went in. It might have been other- - deplorable accidents we have come returned to work if they had dared,
are escaping Xhe heat by passing
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Is the apricot a cross between
wise, if his contention that no to associate inevitably with the especially of the rank savagery distheir vacations in Oregon and other a peach and a plum?
elector had a right to change his hunting season. The man who em- played at Herrin. All who have
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northern states. There
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like to know what a
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south are generally good, he said.
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Beauty
Without
the Beast

Br James J. Montague.

of Polka at the Hotels.

Three more pages of pictures of
Oregon's most charming girls
entered in The Oregonian's
beauty contest, will appear in
tomorrows paper. Interest is
growing intense in the contest.
which will be decided early in
the week.
.

Summer Days Are
Vacation Days
The Sunday Oregonian de
votes departments to news of
the beaches, the mountains

and resorts.

For the
Auto Fan
New Oregon coast highway
is scenic, says illustrated ar
ticle by John W. Kelly, who

.

has just visited that district.

IN THE MAGAZINE
How Society
Plays Circus
It is a thrill for a Eockefeller
to wait on a table or a Van
derbilt to walk on stilts.

Is Portland ,M an
Missing Marquis?
Interesting article by DeWitft
Harry deals with man- who
claims to be nobleman who
married Eskimo.
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"The Purple Lady"
by Georgia Pangborn
The story of two little children and some paper dolls
and afterwards those same
children grown up.

Sculptress Studies
Art on Horseback '
From

norses

on

develops1

into

breaking

street girl
great artist.
Main

Tom Sawyer Shakes
With Mark Twain
Hannibal, Mo., people hold
pageant in which famous
writer is brought back in ef
figy.

Cheese Tested
by

X-R- ay

The old method of determin
ing quality of a cheese by
plugging has been superseded
by an
examination.
X-r-

Intensely Human
Sketches of People
"The

Amusement

1'ark " is

subject of full page of

draw-

ings by W. E. Hill.

Radio Weddings
the Latest Fad
Season's

zest for

"thrill"

marriages1 results1 in variety
of freak ceremonies.

OTHER FEATURES
Longer Skirts
in Fall Attire

Bigger sleeves are also com
ing in with autumn modes.
declares fashion department

Norwegian Methodists
to Convene Here

Charles W. Burns, bishop.
Helena, to preside during
conference at Portland.

Home Building
and Arrangement

Design of beautiful CaTifop-- ..
nia bungalow for those who
are contemplating building.

American Girls
Go to France

Will compete in international
track meet under leadership)
of Floneda Batson.

The World'

of Movies

This and news of the drama
and other amu sentient a handled in departments.

"Pa" Would Win

the Flappers

How he steals a uniform only
to get into trouble shown ta
"Polly and Her Pals," intlA
comic supplement.
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Another Article in
Industrial Series

Some of the, big things under way in the timber industry have been described in
recent issues. Another page
feature on an Oregon development will appear tomorrow.

Review of Portland's
Thriving Suburbs

Kenton's growth and industries form the basis for an
illustrated, story. This is no
of a series of articles on the
progress of various districts
in and near Portland.

The Oregonian
Fits All Moods
If you want to be amused or
entertained, or if you want
something which will improve, your mind or add to
your information turn to
The Sunday Oregonian.

All the News of All the
World Found in
.

The

Sunday Oregonian
Just 5 Cents

